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Summary

Research and development of high speed communication networks is a national priority.
Such networks serve two purposes, providing backbone connections that are used simultaneously by many pairs of communicating machines and providing high-throughput connections for
an individual pair of machines. It is the thesis of !his paper that it is possible to construct a single high-speed network. technology that accommodates both needs. We argue a commwtication
and switching fabric for such a technology can be built from existing electronic parts that will
operate two orders of magnitude faster than existing systems. Faster electronic parts available
in the future will enable the same technology to be extended to even higher speeds.

1. Introduction
The National Research Council report on network communication support for scientific
research community [15] eloquently argues the need for research and development of high speed
national computer communication networks. In addition, networks like the NSFnet demonstrate
the need for high-bandwidth systems. There are two primary motivations for high speed. First,
high speed network hardware is necessary to accommodate the aggregate traffic generated when
many pairs of data sources and sinks communicate simultaneously. Second, high speed
hardware is needed to attain high throughput needed when a single pair of communicating
machines conduct bulk data I:ransfers.
The National Science Foundation's NSFnet [14J and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's ARPANET [13] provide examples of the first case. Both networks fonn national
backbones that interconnect many sites. Although the traffic generated by a pair of communicating machines is less than the total capacity of the communication technologies used, the
aggregate traffic generated by hundreds of machines can easily exceed the network. capacity.
Image transport illustrates the second motivation for high speed. A single image typically
contains data for 106 pixels, where each pixel is represented by a gray scale or by three colors
per pixel, where each color uses 8 bits (the printing industry uses 4 colors for many of its
images). Thus, the file for single image typically contains between S and 32 megabytes of data.
To transport such a file from one machine to another quickly (quick in tenns of human response
time is under 10 seconds) means throughput rates of between 4 and 2S Mbps, excluding the cost
of protocols. When the data is a sequence of images to be displayed in real time, not as much
data is kept per image, but the network. rates needed are close lo 100 Mbps.

2. Related Work
Currently, researchers are exploring several different approaches to high speed networking.
Most of the work has concentrated in the areas of improved switching architectures and communication protocol design.
Recent advances in fiber optics and VLSI technology have led to improved packet switch
architectures. The innovative packet switch designs include pholonic switches [7,8,16], selfrouting, nonblocking packet switches based on Batcher-Banyan sorting networks [9,18], and
Knockout Switch [20].
The advent of high speed networking and associated high performance applications has
indicated need for low latency internetwork transport scrvices. Traditional implementations of
network and transport protocols based on TCP/IP or OSI suite are not well-matched for high
speed operations. Recently, researchers have focused attention on designing communication protocols that minimize protocol processing in switches and reduce protocol overhead in flow and
enor control. Greg Chesson's XTP [2,19] is an example of a lightweight transport protocol
designed for an implementation in a VLSI architecLure. XTP provides connection oriented realtime datagram service in an Internet environment. VMTP [I] provides a transaction orienLed
transport protocol wiLh rate based flow control and also has a VLSI implementation [11]. Internet Engineering task force [10] is also considering a connecLion oriented Internet protocol.
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3. Design Goals For A High-Speed Network
We assen that it is possible to build a high-speed network technology that accommodates
both aggregate traffic as well as high throughput on a pair of connections. We have in mind a
technology that will support a wide variety of interconnections, exhibit high throughput and low
delay, and provide congestion avoidance as well as quick response to hardware failure (e.g., link
failure). lbis section reviews our fundamental assumptions and outlines design goals for such a

technology.
Small packets.
While circuit-style networks can handle bulk data Lranspon from one point to another, a
high speed network can only be used for multiplexing communication among vast numbers of
slower machines if it supports packet switching. The key lies in finding ways to accommodate
both styles in a single network without excluding small packets.
Protocol Independence.
Families of network and internet protocols continue to evolve [4,17]. Moreover, the availability of high-speed network technology will encourage new protocols and new applications.
Thus. the goal is to build high speed technologies that are independent of underlying protocols.
In practical tenns, it means we view the network as a universal packet delivery system !:hat can
accept and deliver packets without understanding Lheir contents (Le. the network should nO[
have a static notion of "protocol type" in its design).
Flexible Topology.
The key to building a versatile high-speed network technology is to allow end users to
configure the network to meet their needs. Some sites will prefer ring structures, others will opt
for trees, and still others will build many redundant links or use application specific topologies
[l2}. As a general rule, it should be possible to study network use and configure the speed of
point-to-point connections between switches accordingly.
Accommodate Growth.
A high-speed network technology should be designed to accommodme growth. Growth is
inevitable; any technology tim cannot expand will have a shan lifetime. Growth occurs in two
ways: in size as the network expands to accommodate more sites/machines, and in capacity to
accommodate more traffic. In the latter case, increases in traffic can come from existing
machines moving more data or from the addition of pairs of machines that inlIoduce high load.
The key is making a single technology sufficient for all needs, so managers can choose to
upgrade an existing network instead of adding new ones.
Ease of Management.
Existing networks arc difficult to manage. New technologies musL have network monitoring and control facilities that allow managers to detect and correct problems. Furthennore, high
speed technologies need global policy-controlled resource allocation schemes that allow
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managers to understand and control resource allocation.

Cost Effectiveness.
While it is easy to envision complex: hardware and software for high-speed networking,
the key to solving the problem lies in finding inexpensive solutions. We assert that it is possi~
ble to build networking technologies (using off-the-shelf electronic parts) that operate at least
two orders of magnitude faster than current systems while keeping costs close to those [or
current local area networks.

4. Design Criteria
This section discusses specific design criteria that will meet the goals outlined above.

High speed electronic switching.
Switching small packeLs means making more decisions per unit of time. We assert that it
is possible to create electronic switches that can switch multiple fiber lines at speeds of 100
Mbps per line (i.e.• two orders of magnitude faster than existing switches) by using multiple
processors; it will not be possible using uniprocessors.

Hybrid CircuitIPacket Switching.
To support guaranteed throughput, next generation network hardware will need a concept
of reserved bandwidth paths. Borrowing tell11inology from Clark [3J, we call them flows [6J. A
flow is a communication channel that has specific perfonnance characteristics associated with its
traffic. Two endpoints establish a flow by prerescrving resources along a path and then send data
down the path at the agreed rate. Flows also allow datagram traffic (that has no resources cxp1i~
citly allocated in advance) to coexist in lhe network. Although nows resemble vinual circuits, it
will not be possible to achieve high speed with conventional vinual circuits because conventional virtual circuit protocols include extra overhead that guarantees reliable, flow-controlled
delivery. Also, virtual circuits guarantee bandwidth, but make no provisions for specifying data
rates or limits on traffic delays. By contrast, the concept of flow includes only resource reservation with no overhead of flow and error control, making it possible to switch at high speed.
Prespecification and reservation of resources reduccs per-packet protocol processing overhead.
Judicious congestion avoidance along with pre-reservation of resources will allow us to maximize the network utilization.
Congestion Avoidance And Control.
Flows handle the case where two endpoints of a network need guaranteed bandwidth. To
accommodate conventional packet switching, the network must also accepl and switch individual datagrams. The chief liability of a datagram facility lies in congestion. Because each
datagram travels independently, bursts of traffic over some pan of the network can lead 10
congestion. It is impossible to handle conges1ion at thc point of occurrence because that poinl
is only switching traffic, not generating it. To avoid congestion, the network must have a control scheme that allows interior nodes to monitor traffic and report 10 exterior nodes, which then
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reduce the rate at which new rraffic enters the network. Traditional adaptive congestion control
schemes react after increased rraffic (congestion) is detected at an interior node by sending information back along the paths from which the traffic arises. However, datagram networks that use
adaptive congestion control information are subject La potential stability problems [20]; we
assen that such schemes cannot work in a high speed network. For example, backpressure flow
control used in virtual-circuit networks is unacceptable for networks that carry real time traffic
because such a flow control would introduce unacceptable delays [21]. Instead, a scheme is
needed that allows exterior nodes to understand the network MaLus and take action to reduce the
rate of packet acceptance based on the current network smte and packet destination [5]. Thus,
interior modes must propagate changes in link status/utilization quickly to all nodes. Such control traffic must have highest prioriey.

Global Topology Store.
To make the propagation of link status efficient and reliable. each switching node must
have knowledge of the network topology. It will be important that high-speed network technologies allow a varieey of topologies (tree, ring, etc), and that the network system include an
mechanism that provides for automated topology discovery and dissemination of topology information.

Precomputation Of Failure Recovery.
In a high-speed network. failure of an individual link or switch can result in dramatic dam
loss. Thus, high-speed networks must respond quickly to failures. Quick response is possible if
the switches can precompute new routes for ail possible failures, minimizing the latency
between discovering a failure and responding by routing around it.

Intelligent High-Speed Interfaces.
To make high-speed networks accessible to various computers, they should support a
variety of computer interfaces. For applications where the high-speed network is used to handle
traffic from many small machines, the kcy is versatility - having many possible interfaces
means accommodating many machines. For example, lhe network should at least suppon an
Ethernet interface and a direct bus interface (e.g., Multibus II or VME bus). To accommodate
such interfaces. a general-purpose link-level protocol is needed that will allow any machine to
communicate with the network. The protocol must allow the machine to send and receive packets. allocate and deallocate flows, ask for the network maximum packet size. and receive information on maximum packet rates (datagram flow control rate). In cases where the network supports high-speed connections between a pair of communicating machines, it is important that the
machine interface be fast enough to transfer data between the computer and the nelwork. For
most systems. a high-speed interface implies special purpose hardware because conventional
interface hardware will not support speeds above a few tens of megabits per second (unless the
transfer stops lhe CPU).
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Storage-ta-Storage Transfer.
Bulk data transfer is of special interest in high speed networking because it provides
strong motivation. Researchers at :rvnT have designed the NETBLT [22] pImocol to facilitate
bulk data transfer over a network with a large delay-bandwidth product. Although NETBLT
improves throughput when conventional computers communicate. we need to look for new solutions for the specific problem of transferring huge volumes of data. In particular, when moving
large images or other bulk data. the emphasis is often on quick storage-to-storage transfer rather
than on processor-to-processor transfer. It will be possible to accommodate such applications
with intelligent storage devices that allach directly to the neLwork and use low-overhead bulk
transfer protocols to move data quickly. If done well, a storage device attached to a network
can handle both bulk transfer to remote storage devices as well as page-level transfer to local
computing systems.

5. Concluslons
We have argued that it is possible to create a high speed network technology that supports
both guaranteed throughput flows as well as independent datagram delivery. The network can
be independent of high level protocols, support storage-to-storage transfers, and accommodate a
wide variety of topologies.
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